
Listen to Goat in 
the Rug from 
Youtube Link 

20 minutes 
of MyOn

Write spelling 
words 3x each 
for Journeys 

Lesson 23

Use 4 of your 
vocabulary 
words in a 
sentence

Sort spelling words 
into 2 categories: 

Words with suffix –ly
and words with 

suffix -ful

Use the other 4 
vocabulary words 

in a sentence

20 minutes 
of Zearn

20 minutes 
of Zearn

20 minutes 
of Zearn

20 minutes 
of Zearn

20 minutes 
of Zearn

April 20th-24th

20 minutes 
of MyOn

Retell the story of 
the Goat in the Rug 
and draw a picture

Pick a book you 
have at home and 
read to someone

Have your parent or 
sibling give you the 
spelling test for 
Lesson 23 words



The$Goat$in$the$Rug$YouTube$
Link
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PW5DjdkIlPg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW5DjdkIlPg


Writing Prompts: Please complete the writing 
prompt for each given day E-Learning is in session





Your daily PE activity for this week is to dance along 
with the Youtube videos listed below

Exercises for Different Parts of the Body

View assignments from 
Ms. Johnson on MS Teams! 

View assignments from 
Ms. Scott on MS Teams! 

Monday- Dragon Breathing: Sit up straight, breathe in, stick your tongue out, and 
breathe out like a dragon. Mindfulness 5-4-3-2-1- Look around and find five things 
you can see, four things you can touch, three things you can hear, two things you 
can smell, and one thing you can taste.
Tuesday- Write a letter thanking someone for something. It can be a gift they 
gave you, a musician thanking them for a song you love, etc.

P.E.

Art

Tech

SEL
Wednesday- It’s Earth Day! Clean up leaves and trash in your backyard. Practice 

recycling by separating paper, plastic, and glass into separate containers
Thursday- Family Game Day! Break out game boards, playing cards, and trivia 
questions. If you don’t have any, create your own game on a sheet of paper. 
Friday- Draw a map of your neighborhood. What are your favorite places to 

visit? Mark those locations with a star. 

April 20th-24th

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5VMThf0sM4

